Complimentary Coffee

9:00 - 9:10 Welcome

9:10 - 9:30 Aviva Finkelstein (Musqueam): Inviting Participation is not Enough: My role in perpetuating colonial control of archaeology in BC

9:30 - 9:50 Ellie Gooderham (SFU): Growth as an Indicator of Social and Economic Transition from the Islamic to Late Medieval Christian Period in Portugal

9:50 - 10:10 Colleen Parsley (UBC): The Kulleet Bay Mass Grave

10:10 - 10:30 Hugo Cardoso (SFU): Beyond post-colonialism? The role of religious beliefs and customs on shaping cultural attitudes towards the archaeological disturbance of human remains

10:30 - 11:00 Complimentary Coffee and Snacks

11:00 - 11:20 TJ Brown (UBC): Cultural Transmission Theory and Projectile Point Standardization: A Look at Production and Labor Organization at the Mier Site

11:20 - 11:40 Heather Robertson (UBC): Decolonizing Bioarchaeology

11:40 - 12:00 Andy Mason (UBC/Golder): Land Development and the Treatment of Human Remains in Southwestern British Columbia 1989 to 2018

12:00 - 1:00 Complimentary Lunch

1:00 - 2:10 Charles Lecture. Alice Stevenson (UCL): Telling Times: Founding Fathers, Ancestors and the Emergence of the Egyptian State

2:10 - 2:30 Katherine Nichols (SFU): Assessing Anomalies from the Past: Unmarked graves at the Brandon Indian Residential School

2:30 - 2:50 More Complimentary Coffee and Snacks

2:50 - 3:10 Matt Naylor (CNERS): The Anubis Shrine: Unlocking the Meaning of an Iconic Image

3:10 - 3:30 Roger Wilson (CNERS): The Lady with the Hole in her Head: an unusual early Byzantine burial from Punta Secca, Sicily

3:30 - 4:00 Closing Remarks

Presentations in ANSO 207
Poster Session in ANSO 205
Tim Allan (UBC): TBA
Raini Johnson (UBC): Faunal Heterogeneity in the Middens of Prince Rupert Harbor

Sponsored by the Departments of Anthropology and Classical, Near Eastern and Religious Studies and the Laboratory of Archaeology.
Open to anyone with an interest in archaeology